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Hydrogen on the Fe(110) surface and near bulk bcc Fe vacancies
A comparative bonding study
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Abstract

The bonding of H to Fe is analyzed using qualitative band structure calculations in the framework of extended Hückel tight-
binding theory and the ASED-MO cluster method. The changes in the electronic structure of bcc Fe upon the introduction of H at
a vacancy are addressed, and a comparison drawn with H adsorption at the Fe(110) surface. H in bulk Fe with vacancies prefers a
tetrahedral site shifted toward the vacancy. The vacancies act as a strong trap for H. The Fe atoms are initially more strongly
bonded to each other as a consequence of vacancy formation; their Fe–Fe bond strength is then diminished as the new Fe–H bond
is formed. The effect of H is limited to its first Fe neighbor. An analysis of the orbital interactions reveals that the Fe–H bonding
involves mainly the Fe 4s and H 1s orbitals with less participation of Fe 4p and 3d crystal orbitals. Relaxation of Fe atoms
neighboring the vacancy is also addressed. A detailed atomistic mechanism for decohesion and H embrittlement is provided. © 1999
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction important material properties. Impurities such as
H, present in a few parts per million, can result in

There are good reasons to look at hydrogens at a dramatic decrease in plasticity and drastic
the surface and inside metals. Hydrogen–defect degrading of mechanical properties by crack prop-
interactions in metals, semiconductors and alloys agation and corrosion [2–4].
influence many important material properties [1]. Hydrogen is the smallest interstitial inside a
The practical uses of metal–hydrogen systems metal, so it can diffuse very rapidly. However, a
include the ability of some metals and alloys to mechanism for hydrogen embrittlement has not
store hydrogen, as well as the very important been unequivocally established [4,5]. Besenbacher
catalytic properties of transition metal surfaces in et al. have suggested a way to mitigate this metal-
hydrogenation reactions. There are also undesired lurgical problem: perhaps one could modify the H
effects of small amounts of hydrogen in metals on transport rate by trapping it at defects, instead of

allowing H to accumulate at potential fracture
sites such as grain boundaries (GB) or crack tips
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10−6 atom H/atom Fe at room temperature and reduces that mobility [1–4]. Substantial insight
into the microscopic nature of the trapping mecha-1 atm of H2 gas [8]. A stable hydride is only

formed at pressures ~6.7 GPa and T=250°C; it nism in vacancies has emerged from a combination
of experiment and effective medium theory [6 ].has a double hcp structure (dhcp) [9]. The stacking

sequence of closest packed layers for dhcp follows A theoretical analysis of hydrogen interaction
with metals, including chemisorption, interstitials,the pattern ABAC, with c-axis twice the length of

the hcp AB stacking, where A, B and C represent defects and hydride formation, was given by
Nordlander et al. [12]. Among the few experimen-the three possible orientations of the layers.

Experimental work on the H–bcc Fe system in tal studies on the H–Fe vacancy complex, we can
cite that of the induced equilibrium vacancies inthe solid state is scarce; the low solubility of H

and its high mobility make direct observations Fe and fcc Fe base alloys [22–24] and the charac-
terization of the defect complex by positron annihi-extremely difficult. Griessen has developed a local

semi-empirical correlation (based on thermo- lation [25].
The vacancy–hydrogen interaction anddynamic and crystallographic data and on the

electronic structure of metals) that reproduces hydrogen pairing in some transition metals have
been studied previously using first principles calcu-remarkably well the experimental values of the

heat of hydrogen solution in transition metals at lations on cluster models, effective medium theory,
tight-binding and ASED-MO calculations [26–31].infinite dilution, the volume expansion after H

absorption, and the correct site occupancy [10]. Recently, Itsumi and Ellis have reported first prin-
ciples electronic structure calculations for bccWhile numerous theoretical calculations of the

electronic structure of H in transition metals con- Fe32 clusters with and without H, and also involv-
ing a vacancy. These authors predict Fe–Fe bondtaining defects have been carried out [1], the H–Fe

system has not been as extensively studied as H in weakening due to H located in an octahedral site
shifted toward the vacancy [32].other metals [11–18]. Adachi and Imoto, using ab

initio quantum chemical methods and small fcc The main objective of the present work is to
provide a comparison between H absorption nearcluster models, presented a systematic interpreta-

tion of the electronic properties of H in transition an Fe vacancy and chemisorption on an Fe(110)
surface. A vacancy generates an interior surface,metals [19]. Opitz et al. have proposed a uniform

bonding mechanism for interstitial hydrogen in 3d albeit a tightly constrained one. What similarities
or differences are there between chemisorption attransition metals that explains how the metal–

metal bond is weakened as the metal–hydrogen a surface and binding in a cavity in the interior of
the metal? Our study begins to explore thesebond is formed [14]. Atomistic simulation using

embedded atom interatomic potentials has been questions.
The tight-binding extended Hückel method isdeveloped for H in transition metals, including

Fe and intermetallic alloys [20]. Minot and employed to trace the relevant orbital interactions
and to discuss the electronic consequences of incor-Demangeat have investigated (by extended Hückel

calculations) the lattice localization of hydrogen porating H on Fe–Fe bonding. The theory and the
models are considered in the next sections.as an interstitial in bcc Fe. They found the solution

of H in Fe strongly endothermic, with a preference
for H tetrahedral site occupancy and charge
transfer from the H atom to the neighbor metal 2. Theoretical method
atoms [21].

The occurrence of H trapping at vacancies has Our calculations were performed using the tight-
binding extended Hückel (EH) method [33–35],been experimentally demonstrated for a number

of metals. In the absence of H, vacancies previously an approximate molecular orbital scheme, imple-
mented with the YAeHMOP program [36 ].produced disappear when the temperature is

sufficiently high for them to become mobile. When Double zeta expansions of the metal d orbitals
were employed; the parameters are listed inH is present in metals, the H–vacancy complex
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Table 1 of EH is in fact its transparency, not accuracy,
Extended Hückel parameters and the main objective of this work is to provide

a qualitative picture of H adsorption on the surfaceAtom Orbital H
ij

(eV ) j1 j2 c1 c2 and binding within Fe. The method allows us to
H 1s 13.600 1.30 determine the contribution of each orbital of Fe
Fe 4s 7.870 1.70 and H to the bonding. Throughout this paper, two

4p 4.104 1.40
conceptual tools — density of states (DOS)3d 9.000 5.35 1.80 0.5366 0.6678
and crystal orbital overlap population (COOP)
curves — are used extensively to shed more light
on the H–Fe interaction. The DOS curve is a plot
of the number of orbitals per unit volume per unit

Table 1. The off-diagonal Hamiltonian matrix
energy. The COOP curve is a plot of the overlap

elements were computed with the modified
population weighted DOS vs. energy. Integration

Wolfberg–Helmholtz formula [37]. For slab calcu-
of the COOP curve up to the Fermi level (Ef) gives

lations an 18k point set was generated according
the total overlap population of the bond specified.

to the geometrical method of Ramirez and Böhm
Looking at the COOP, we may analyze the extent

[38,39]. To test the convergence, a mesh of 64k
to which specific states contribute to a bond

points was used in several cases, and no differences
between atoms or orbitals [41].

were observed. In the case of bulk bcc Fe, a 220k
point set was employed.

The energies and optimized positions for H are
3. Models for the Fe vacancy, the Fe(110) surface,

taken from experimental data or computed with a
and their interaction with H

cluster approximation using the ASED-MO
method, which is a modification of the EH method

a-Iron has a bcc structure with a=2.861 Å and
that includes repulsive terms in the energy [40].

a nearest neighbor distance of 2.47 Å [42]. The
This method evaluates the electrostatic force acting

(110) face is centered rectangular; to describe it
on the nuclei, that force being a function of the

we used a C(4×4) unit cell. The thickness of the
charge distribution. The adsorption (absorption)

a-Fe(110) slab should be such that it approximates
energy is defined as the difference in energy

the electronic structure of 3D bulk Fe in the
between the H–Fe composite system when the H

innermost layer. In order to achieve the best
is chemisorbed (absorbed) at a specified geometry

compromise between computational time and
and when it is removed from the Fe surface (bulk).

accuracy of our model, we chose to use a seven
For the ASED-MO method, the total energy

layer slab. The unit cell of 2
2

[Fe56] is shown
difference can be expressed as:

schematically from the top in Fig. 1. The interlayer
spacing in this Fe(110) model is 2.02 Å. Our slabDEtotal=E(H–Fe

n
)−E(Fe

n
)−E(H)+Erepulsion

has two identical surface-like layers and five inner
where E is the electronic energy and n the size of

layers. A side view of a section of the unit cell
the cluster. The repulsion energy (Erepulsion) of

showing the Fe coordination, the localization of
nucleus B in the presence of a fixed atom A is

the vacancy, and the interstitial sites can be seen
calculated from:

in Fig. 2.
A test of the adequacy of our choice of slabErepulsion= D ∑

A
∑
B≠A

EAB
thickness is shown in Fig. 3. Curve (a) is the DOS
for 3D bulk Fe, while (b) corresponds to the DOSwhere EAB is a pairwise electrostatic energy term.

The summation is extended over all Fe–Fe and of the innermost (fourth) layer, and (c) shows
one of the surface layers. Note that the fourth slabH–Fe pairs [40].

Although the EH method is quite approximate, layer reproduces very well the DOS of bulk Fe.
We proceed to construct a H adsorption modelthe analysis of orbital interactions by this tech-

nique seems to be reasonably reliable. The strength near an Fe bulk vacancy, and then the model for
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Fig. 1. Schematic ‘‘top’’ view of the unit cell used 2
2

[Fe56].

H chemisorption on the Fe(110) surface. In both
cases, similar Fe slabs were used. However, before

Fig. 2. Side view of the cell [some atoms are removed to showwe do so, it is useful to define in some detail the
the vacancy position (in the fourth layer)]. The bulk bcc Feinterstitial sites in the bcc lattice.
coordination may be seen in the shaded atoms. The hydrogen

The bcc lattice has two interstitial sites com- (H ) is placed in a tetrahedral interstitial position, near the
monly called ‘‘tetrahedral’’ and ‘‘octahedral’’. As vacancy. The Fe atoms on the surface (1, 2, 3, 4) and near the

vacancy (1V, 2V, 3V, 4V ) region are indicated. Tetrahedral (T)Scheme 1 shows, neither site is an ideal Platonic
and octahedral (O) interstitial sites in the Fe lattice are indicatedpolyhedron environment. Thus, in the tetrahedral
with thick lines.site the distances between the surrounding Fe atom

vertices are aE3/2 (four such) and a (two). The
octahedral site is also bounded by Fe atoms sepa- 1.64 Å (see Scheme 2). We treated lattice relaxation

near the vacancy only in a simplified way, byrated aE3/2 (eight such pairs) and a (four).
allowing just a breathing mode for the first Fe
neighbors.3.1. H near an Fe bulk vacancy

Hydrogen at tetrahedral or octahedral inter-
stitial sites was also studied in a perfect bcc Fe slab.The Fe bulk vacancy is placed exactly at the

center of the unit cell (see Fig. 2) and the H is
located in the vacancy region at the position of 3.2. H on Fe(110)
lowest energy found in a previous study [30]. This
corresponds to a so-called tetrahedral interstitial For H adsorption on the Fe(110) surface, a very

low coverage model is considered. The H–surfacesite (formed by Fe1V, Fe3V, Fe4V, and the vacancy
V in Scheme 2 and Fig. 2), but with the H dis- distance is set at 0.90 Å, corresponding to an Fe–H

distance of 1.75 Å (see Scheme 3), as determinedplaced further, by 0.25 Å toward the vacancy
vertex. The H–third layer distance is 0.81 Å, and by LEED [43]. Due to the experimental uncer-

tainty about the preferred adsorption site, a long-the closest H–Fe distance in this configuration is
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Fig. 3. Total DOS of 3D bulk Fe (a), contribution to the DOS of the innermost layer of atoms (b), and of the surface layer (c) of
seven layer slab.

is present. No surface reconstruction or relaxation
was considered.

The low H concentration on the surface (and in
the vacancy region) was dictated by the necessity
of modeling a relatively low solubility of H in bcc
Fe, while keeping the thickness of the slab within
computationally feasible limits.

4. Results and discussion

Let us discuss first the electronic structure of
the innermost (fourth) layer of the Fe slab in the
absence of H or any vacancy defect. In the DOS
of this bulk-like layer, the metal d states form a
band between −12 and −7 eV. A similar band
width of ~5.0 eV was reported by Griessen [10].
A substantial number of s and p states penetrate
the d band. The dispersion of the s and p bands
is much larger than the d band, reflecting the moreScheme 1.
contracted nature of d orbitals. If we look at the
detailed composition of, say, the bulk-like (fourth)
layer of the slab, we obtain the orbital populationbridge position (see Scheme 4) was chosen, as

indicated by the theoretical studies of Cremaschi d6.74s0.66p0.32, which is close to d7.02s0.66p0.32
obtained for bulk Fe. Note that on average anyet al. [44]. There is only one H per unit cell, giving

a stoichiometry of 2
2

[Fe56−1H], where −1 repre- Fe atom has its s band approximately 1/3 filled.
The calculated value for the Fermi level (Ef)sents the removal of a central Fe atom if a vacancy
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Scheme 2.

Scheme 3.

exceeds the observed work function for the metal For the two surfaces of the slab, the calculated
orbital populations are d7.73s0.70p0.29. These layersby ~3 eV [45], a typical error of the EH method

[46 ]. Our results are in qualitative agreement with are negatively charged with respect to the inner
layers (see Table 2). This is not unexpected, butthose obtained both by experiment and by more

sophisticated computational methods [47]. has been discussed in detail in a previous paper
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bands. There are fewer nearest neighbors (six) of
a surface atom, compared with the inner atoms
(eight): the decrease in coordination reduces the
number of overlaps available to an atom and this
eventually controls the band width. The DOS
decomposition of Fig. 3 shows this effect: the sur-
face atom states are less dispersed and few of them
go above the Ef; they are therefore relatively
underoccupied.

When a vacancy is introduced into the slab
model, the total DOS curve for the slab (Fig. 4a)
naturally looks similar to that of the slab without
a vacancy — only one atom has been removed (of
56). The effects we are after are local. Looking at
the projected DOS (Fig. 4b) for an Fe atom near
the vacancy ( labelled Fe5V in Fig. 2) and a fully
coordinated Fe atom (Fig. 4c) in the same layer
(Fe6V in Fig. 2), one may see some similarity to
what happens on an Fe(110) surface. The atoms
directly neighboring the vacancy are more negative
than the remaining Fe atoms of the fourth layer
of the slab, and the DOS is somewhat narrowed.
The effect is mainly local in nature and the average

Scheme 4. orbital population for the first Fe neighbors of
the vacancy is d6.87s0.67p0.31. No change in Ef is
observed when the Fe vacancy is introduced.from our group [46 ], and by others [48–51]. The

Regarding the bonding, the COOP curves fororbitals of the surface atoms in the surface layers
have somewhat less dispersion, i.e. form narrower the Fe–Fe bulk, surface (average) and near vacancy

Fig. 4. (a) Total DOS of a seven layer slab with a vacancy in its center at the fourth layer. (b) Projected DOS of an Fe atom first
neighbor to the vacancy (Fe5V in Fig. 2) and (c) a bulk-like Fe atom in the same slab (Fe6V in Fig. 2). The contributions of the
individual atoms to the DOS (b,c) are scaled arbitrarily to 1/100 of the total DOS (a).
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Table 2
Electron densities, overlap populations (OP) and net charges for a seven layer slab of Fe(110) with and without a vacancy

Structure Electron density Charge OPa Ef (eV )

Total s p d

3D bulk 8.20 0.66 0.32 7.02 0.000 0.093b −7.98
0.210c

First layer (surface) 8.72 0.70 0.29 7.73 −0.720 0.118b −8.11
0.283c

Fourth layer (inner) 7.71 0.66 0.32 6.74 0.291 0.095b —
0.212c

Fourth layer+vacancyd 7.71 0.66 0.31 6.75 0.286 0.097b −8.10
0.212c

First neighbor to vacancye 7.85 0.67 0.31 6.87 0.144 0.126b —
0.240c

Surface+vacancyf 8.68 0.70 0.29 7.68 −0.679 0.146b —
0.281c

a OP=orbital population.
b Fe1V–Fe3V distance: 2.86 Å (see Schemes 2 and 3).
c Fe1V–Fe2V distance: 2.47 Å (see Schemes 2 and 3).
d Average value.
e,f The slab includes a vacancy in its fourth layer.

(average) bonds are similar: the bottom of the d vacancy is introduced, an Fe–Fe bond near the
vacancy has an average OP of 0.240. In Table 2band is metal–metal bonding and the top metal–

metal antibonding (see Fig. 5). A similar effect is the valence orbital populations, electron densities
and charges are summarized.seen in the s and p band. In the slab, the total

Fe–Fe overlap population (OP) for a bond in the
innermost layer is 0.210. The OP between surface

4.1. H on the surface
Fe atoms is 0.283, and between an Fe atom of the
first and one of the second layer, 0.265. When a There are many studies devoted to the chemi-

sorption of atomic H on a metal surface, based on
LEED or HREELS measurements [52,53]. The H
atom usually occupies a multicenter coordination
site on transition metal surfaces, such as a three-
fold or a four-fold site. On Fe(110), Moritz et al.
have concluded that H is adsorbed at a quasi-
three-fold site, with a H–surface distance of
0.9±0.1 Å [43]. In recent experimental studies,
Nichtl-Pecher et al. and Hammer et al. have con-
firmed that H is indeed adsorbed at such a site
[54,55]. Both experimental studies [56,57] and
theoretical calculations [58,59] have found no sig-
nificant difference in hydrogen adsorption energy
among the long-bridge, short-bridge and quasi-
three-fold sites on Fe(110) or W(110).

Cremaschi et al., using ab initio quantum chemi-
cal calculations, found the long-bridge adsorptionFig. 5. Projected DOS of the bulk-like (fourth) layer and COOP

for an Fe–Fe bulk-like bond of the seven layer slab. site somewhat more stable than the three-fold site
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Fig. 6. Total DOS of a seven layer slab with H adsorbed on the Fe(110) surface ( long bridge) (a), projected DOS of the Fe surface
atoms, first neighbors to H (b) and (c) projected DOS of the Fe second neigbors to H. The bar indicates the H 1s energy before
adsorption. The lined region in (a) is the H atom projection.

(by only 0.05 eV [44]). Based on the previous contribution is indicative of the H–Fe interaction;
this is where most of the H density is. The DOSdiscussion and the similarity in geometry found

when H is adsorbed near a vacancy site in Fe (see for the second neighbor Fe (Fe2 and Fe4 in
Scheme 3) does not show this peak (see Fig. 6c),later), the only surface site studied in this paper

was the long-bridge one (see Schemes 3 and 4). and does not differ essentially from an Fe of a
clean surface.As expected, we found no significant change in

the Fermi level. The total DOS is also dominated As can be seen from Table 3, the H–surface
bonding is achieved at the expense of weakeningby the many bulk and surface Fe atoms, so that

the changes are subtle. On bonding to the surface, the Fe–Fe surface bond. Thus, the Fe–Fe bond
OPs involving Fe atoms directly bonded to H areelectron transfer occurs from the Fe substrate to

H, to the extent of 0.54 e−, almost twice the value reduced to 30% of their original value on the
clean surface.reported by Cremaschi et al. [44]. Fig. 6 left shows

the total DOS of the system with the H contribu- Which is the origin of the Fe–Fe bond weaken-
ing? This bond weakening is a direct consequencetion. The bar on the right in the DOS plots

indicates the energy level of the H 1s orbital before of a strong Fe–H interaction which pushes some
Fe–Fe bonding states up to just below the Fermiinteraction.

Analysis of the bonding between H and the level. Many states antibonding between metal
atoms and empty before chemisorption wind upsurface reveals that the principal contribution to

the Fe–H bond is from the H 1s, Fe 4s and 4p higher in energy than they were at the outset, but
still below the Fermi level after interaction withorbitals, and to a lesser extent the 3d orbitals. The

narrow band of states at −15 eV is composed of the H. These levels are populated. The result is
that the bonding within the surface is weakened,19% 4s, 6% 4p, 7% Fe 3d and 68% H 1s. Thus,

the peak at −15 eV is made up of mostly H states, as attested to by the drop of OP between Fe1 and
Fe3 (Scheme 3). Comparing the COOP curves forstabilized after adsorption. The H–surface inter-

action is strong, 29% of the H states are pushed the Fe bonded to H with other Fe–Fe bonds in
the surface (Fig. 7), it can be seen that more Fe–Feabove the Fermi level. Fig. 6b shows the projected

DOS for the two Fe of the long-bridge (Fe1 and antibonding states are occupied when H is near
Fe (compare Figs. 7b and 7c and see Table 3).Fe3 in Scheme 3). The peak at −15 eV in the Fe1
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Table 3
Orbital populations and net charges for a seven layer slab of Fe(110) with H on the surface, near the vacancy and in a tetrahedral
interstitial

Charge Ef (eV ) OPa

H on Fe (110) Fe1 −0.541 −8.09 Fe1–Fe3=0.028b
Fe2 −0.686 Fe1–Fe2=0.213c
H −0.420 Fe2–Fe4∞=0.107b

Fe2–Fe1∞=0.281c
Fe–H=0.286

H–vacancy Fe1V 0.347 −8.11 Fe1V–Fe3V=0.037b
Fe2V 0.346 Fe1V–Fe2V=0.190c
H −0.355 Fe2V–Fe4V∞=0.082b

Fe2V–Fe1V∞=0.219c
Fe–H=0.311

H–tetrahedral Near Fe 0.380 −8.09 Near Fe–Fe=0.024b
Fe–Fe=0.153c

Interstitial First Fe 0.362
H −0.288

First Fe Fe–Fe=0.062b
Fe–Fe=0.221c

Fe–H=0.297

a OP=orbital population. Each bond is identified according to Scheme 1 or Scheme 2.
b Fe–Fe distance: 2.86 Å (see Scheme 2Scheme 3).
c Fe–Fe distance: 2.47 Å (see Scheme 2Scheme 3).

Fig. 7. Fe–H and Fe–Fe COOP curves for Fe(110) surface with H on the long-bridge site. H–Fe1,3 (first neighbor) (a) (2×),
Fe1–Fe3 directly bonded to H (b) and Fe–Fe (second) neighbor to H (c).

Compared with the corresponding inner slab almost all antibonding states are filled. As an
antibonding level is in fact more antibonding thanstates, the bonding surface states — in the clean

Fe surface — are less bonding and the antibonding the corresponding bonding level is bonding, the
loss of antibonding character dominates on thestates less antibonding. For the Fe bulk-like layer,
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Table 4
Contribution of the metal orbitals to the hydrogen–irona overlap populationb

H position s p
y

p
z

d
x2−y2 d

yz
Total

Surface 0.155 0.038 0.037 0.014 0.042 0.286
Vacancy (minimun) 0.167 0.043 0.022 0.032 0.047 0.311
Vacancy (center) 0.030 0.006 0.010 0.001 0.010 0.047

a Calculated for the closest H–Fe distance.
b The contributions from orbitals p

x
, d

xy
, d

xz
and d

z2
are zero.

clean surface (see Table 2), causing an increase in tion of interstitial hydrogen can be explained in
the Fe–Fe surface OP. When H is present, the terms of the optimal electron density required in
situation changes dramatically, the surface each crystalline structure. The local semi-empirical
Fe1–Fe3 bond gaining antibonding character (see model of Griessen [10] also predicts the correct
Fig. 7b). There is also less bonding due to greater site occupancy, in agreement with experimental
participation of the Fe 4s orbitals in the H–Fe findings [1–4,61]. Minot and Demangeat [21],
bonding. using the EH method, studied the location of H

Our calculations are consistent with substantial in a bcc Fe2H stoichiometry; they also found the
Fe–H interaction, a hydrogen surface resonance tetrahedral position more favorable when lattice
spread out over the Fe s, p and d bands. The relaxation was included.
decrease in Fe–Fe OP is confined to Fe bonded to In a perfect bcc Fe86 cluster (see Fig. 1), we
H; this can be noted from the negligible changes calculated the energetics of H in tetrahedral and
in OPs for the second nearest surface Fe atoms octahedral interstitial sites. The ASED-MO
upon adding H (see Table 3 and Fig. 7c). The method allows us to determine the equilibrium
orbital contributions to the H–Fe OP are summa- position of H better than the normal extended
rized in Table 4. Only the Fe s, p

y
, p

z
, d

x2−y2 and Hückel procedure. We included relaxation of the
d
yz

orbitals participate in the Fe–H bond. In the first and second Fe neighbor to H (in the tetrahe-
long-bridge site the H 1s can only interact with dral interstitial site). Scheme 5 shows roughly the
the orbitals near the bottom of the s band; the p

xand p
z

orbitals lie higher in energy, so the match
between them and the H 1s orbital is poor.
Regarding the d

x2−y2 and d
yz

orbitals, even though
their overlap with H 1s could be substantial, few
such states are occupied and their contribution to
the Fe–H OP is small.

4.2. Interstitial H

Let us first discuss the solubility of H in the
perfect bcc Fe lattice. Bcc Fe is a poor endothermic
absorber of hydrogen; the heat of solution at
infinite dilution is 0.20 eV/H atom [60]. The effec-
tive medium theory has been successful in describ-
ing the energetics of H in metals. Nordlander et al.
[12] report excellent agreement for the heat of
solution of H in bcc Fe. The impurity interstitial
H atom is found to favor a tetrahedral site in most
bcc metals (including Fe), while octahedral sites

Scheme 5.are preferred in fcc metals. This equilibrium posi-
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movement of the metallic atoms. The lowest energy while only small changes are observed in the 4p
electron density (see Table 3). Electron transfer ofconfiguration is found for H located in a tetrahe-

dral interstitial. We do not have a simple orbital nearly 0.3e− from Fe to H occurs, primarily from
the first neighbors. The OP values (see Table 3)explanation for the preference of H for the tetrahe-

dral site. It may be that the lower electrostatic are also consistent with Fe–Fe bond weakening —
the additional electron from the H atom occupiesrepulsion in this interstitial site is responsible for

the H stabilization. The four Fe atoms of this site an Fe–Fe antibonding level in the upper part of
the d band. It is likely that this factor is importantrelax outwards, while the second neighbors find a

minimum position relaxing inward but with a in determining the stability of the lattice around
the interstitial H. Similar behavior in the H–Fedisplacement one order of magnitude lower than

the former. In previous work, Pistonesi et al. interaction at interstitial sites was reported by
Itsumi and Ellis [32], although these authors foundstudied some asymmetric distortions to the Fe

lattice; in any case the symmetric distortion results an electron transfer of nearly 0.6e− toward the H.
The lower charge transfer to H found in thein a greater stabilization [30].

The H atom (partially anionic, so carrying present work may be due to an excessive negative
charge on the Fe near the defect.~1.4e−) thus pushes away the nearest Fe atoms

in order to obtain a lower electron density at the
site (see Tables 2 and 3). Typically, the lattice 4.3. H near a vacancy
expansion around a H atom is of the order of 5%.
An empirical rule states that the relative volume As mentioned in the Introduction, the inter-

action of H with vacancies and H–H pairing inexpansion of the metal host is approximately
2.9 Å3 for H in all metals [4]. The actual dis- metals has been studied before, using first prin-

ciples and semi-empirical calculations [12,26–32].placements of the lattice can be thought of as
arising from the application of virtual forces The results indicate that in general the H–Fe

interaction gets stronger when H is close to the( Kanzaki forces) to each lattice atom [20]. Our
results, summarized in Table 5, are in qualitative vacancy. But the H does not remain exactly at the

center of the vacancy, due to a strong indirectagreement with experimental data and previous
simulations [4,20,21]. interaction mediated by the Fe matrix. The

ASED-MO energy minimum occurs at eccentricAn analysis of the electronic structure reveals
the local nature of the H–Fe interaction at inter- positions, and when relaxation is included a con-

traction of 0.32 Å of the first neighbor Fe atomsstitial sites. The H 1s level is shifted down below
the bottom of the d band. The main bonding was reported [12,30]. When no H was present, the

contraction was found to be 0.41 Å [30]. Of all Horbital has H 1s and Fe 4s and 3d admixture,

Table 5
Total energy of the system and effect of lattice relaxationa

Energy (ev) Lattice relaxation Volume change (Å3)

H–vacancy (minimum) −6.25 First Fe 1.5
direction: inward
displacement: 0.31 Å

H–vacancy (near octahedral ) −5.90 — —
H–vacancy (near tetrahedral ) −6.15 — —
H–interstitial tetrahedral relaxed (perfect lattice) −5.96 First Fe 3.2

direction: outward
displacement: 0.22 Å

H–interstitial octahedral relaxed (perfect lattice) −5.60 — —
H on the Fe(110) surface −6.20 — —

a Calculated using ASED-MO and a H–Fe86 cluster.
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using Brownian dynamics and Monte Carlo simu-
lations for the H–Ni clusters, found H most fre-
quently on the surface [62].

The binding energy we obtain of H to the
vacancy in Fe86 (defined as the difference between
the energy of a H atom in the most favorable site
of the perfect host metal and that of a hydrogen
trapped at a vacancy) is 0.29 eV, somewhat smaller
than the experimental value. The local semi-empiri-
cal correlation of Griessen gives 0.78 eV, the calcu-
lated value from effective medium theory is nearly
1 eV, while the experimental determination is
0.53 eV for this binding energy [10]. In the case
of Ni with H, close agreement between theory and
experiment is reported by Puska et al. [26 ].

Scheme 6. It can be seen from Fig. 8 that the DOS has a
peak at −15.43 eV, which is mainly H 1s stabilized
by the H–Fe interaction. This peak represents a
state with composition 77% 1s, 16% Fe 4s, 1% 4p
and 5% Fe 3d, and is 0.41 eV more stable than the
corresponding peak in the DOS for H on the
Fe(110) surface (see also Fig. 6). The optimal
calculated geometry of the H in a tetrahedral
interstitial site displaced 0.25 Å toward the vacancy
is close to that of a bridge site on the surface. The
electron transfer to the H atom is 0.35 e−, some-
what smaller than for H on the surface (see
Table 3). In the case of bulk metal hydrides, a
majority s and p composition for the H–Fe bond-
ing state below the d band has been reported

Scheme 7. [16,17]. This is also true in our case, as we
indicated above; the Fe–H interaction is strong,
so that 31% of its states are pushed above thelocations studied (surface, tetrahedral and octahe-

dral site and vacancy), the vacancy region is the Fermi level. The DOS of the first neighbor Fe
atoms (Fe1V and Fe3V in Scheme 2, third layer)most stable. Schemes 6 and 7 show the H position

and the relaxations considered in this region. This and second neighbor ( located in the vacancy layer)
also show this peak, though with less intensity.preference of H for the bulk region near the

vacancy is in agreement with the theoretical results This is different from the chemisorption case,
where no effect was observed beyond the firstof Nordlander et al., who found that the bonding

of hydrogen to vacancies and voids is similar to neighbor Fe (see Table 3).
Analysis of the bonding between H and Fe atthe bonding at the surface [12]. Upon introducing a

vacancy, neighbor Fe atoms develop dangling the vacancy confirms that the principal bonding is
due to H 1s–Fe 4s interaction (see Fig. 9). As onbonds similar to those at the surface and are more

negative than in the perfect lattice (see Table 2). the surface, the H–Fe bonding is achieved at the
expense of weakening the Fe–Fe bond, affectingIn addition, near the vacancy, H has less repulsive

interactions with Fe atoms than in tetrahedral in this case other near neighbors. From Table 3,
the Fe–Fe OP for the Fe directly bonded to Hinterstitial sites, giving a net increase in the bond-

ing energy. In a very recent study, Curotto et al., (Fe1V–Fe3V in Scheme 2) diminishes from 0.126 to
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Fig. 8. Total DOS of a seven layer slab with H absorbed in the vacancy region of the Fe slab (see Fig. 1 and Scheme 7) (a), projected
DOS of the near vacancy Fe atoms, first neighbors to H (Fe1V and Fe3V) (b) and (c) projected DOS of the Fe second neighbors to
H (Fe2V and Fe4V). The bar indicates the H 1s energy before absorption.

Fig. 9. Fe–H COOP curves for H in the vacancy region. H–Fe, first neighbor (a), Fe–Fe directly bonded to H (b) and Fe–Fe (second)
neighbor to H (c).

0.037, and the OP for those Fe–Fe bonds shorter Which is the origin of the detrimental effect of
H on the strength of metals? Decohesion is one ofthan the former (Fe1V–Fe2V in Scheme 2) from

0.240 to 0.110. The origin of this bond weakening the early proposed and most cited mechanisms of
H embrittlement [63]. This concept associateswas previously discussed, but the effect seems to

be more extended than on the surface, as shown embrittlement with a decrease in atomic bond
strength, due to the local concentration of H.in Fig. 9.

Itsumi and Ellis have reported similar results in Recently, Krasko [64] found, by first principles
calculations, intergranular decohesion in Fe causedthe case of H at octahedral distorted sites near a

vacancy in bcc Fe [32]. by a H impurity. A hydrogen-like composition for
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the stabilized orbital, similar to the one we find, fied, such as hydrogen-related phase changes,
hydride precipitation and hydrogen-induced localwas reported in this work. The orbital contribution

to the H–Fe OP is included in Table 4. The same plasticity.
orbitals as those mentioned when H is on the
surface take part here, but now the Fe 3d orbital
contribution is slightly higher than that of Fe 4p. Acknowledgements
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